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PRIYANKA BAISHYA
Gorgeous and a very popular model  and actress of Assam
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1.Tell us in brief about yourself?
Hello....! I am Priyanka baishya . People  call 
me Pri as well.I am  a model and an  actress 
working in Assam Film industry  since 2015.
I am a self -starter with strong interpersonal 
skills.  And I always believe in KARMA.

 2.Would you like to share any of your good 
experience you had till now?
There are so many good and bad experiences  
in my life  but sharing 2 best incident  1st is of 
my 1st income when I gave it to my mom and 
that smile on  her face that is the best thing 
ever happened in my life and 2nd is  my 1st  
International solo trip  to Thailand .  It was in 
2018 .

 3.  Like to know about your 
passion,profession and your future plans in a 
nutshell.?
I can’t breathe without acting and dancing 
and that’s my passion and my life as well and 
now my passion  has become my profession 
. I am sharing one of my top secret that is am 
a good cook too . I love to cook anytime. I can 
heal myself when I cook . I am planning to go 
Mumbai to act in  bollywood .Let’s see  what I 
can do ,leaving all upon God.
OM SAI RAM.

4.Are you living a life of your dreams.? What 
are some of the challenges that you have faced 
in your acting field.?
Yes I am .. what I dreamt of and  getting it 
..  and  for  this life I have worked hard a lot 
. I always believe .. never to give up thats 
the  Mul mantra of life even though there are 
so many  challenges. It was a roller coaster 
journey I can say .I left my house at the age 
of18 to fulfill my dreams because my dad was 

against  it but my mom always supported 
me . Leaving alone  was not that easy at that 
time but yes I did it and  I made them proud 
. Now my dad proudly says that ‘that’s my 
daughter’ . I lost my maa 2years ago and she 
was the main pillar of my life .whatever I have 
achieved  and what I am today it’s all because 
of my parents blessings.

5.Few lines for Mystic Aura...
One of the best  online megazine  I have came 
across.
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The campaign theme for 
International Women’s Day 2021 is 
#ChooseToChallenge. It is a call-to-action 

to challenge the status quo by raising awareness 
against bias, celebrating women’s achievement, 
and taking action for equality.

This theme particularly intrigues me because 
I nearly challenge everything that I am told to 

do, in the name of societal norms, traditions or 
protocols. I will throw questions first, shake up 
things and then decide to follow or do otherwise. 

I often find it hard to follow anything blindly 
and thus I often come across as a “difficult 
woman”. But I am quite fine in being branded 
as one because I believe that only puppets have 
strings attached to them and can be controlled. 

WILL YOU CHOOSE TO 

CHALLENGE?
F R O M  C H A L L E N G E ,  C O M E S  C H A N G E
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One day, a friend asked me “Do you challenge 
just for the heck of it or you feel that there is a need 
to challenge everything?” I thought for a while 
what this ‘everything’ is. It is basically what is the 
accepted norms of social behavior, assigned roles 
to the respective gender and what is considered 
right or wrong in popular belief. I also realized that 
challenging this status quo is often considered as 
a negative connotation and mistaken with conflict, 
struggle and chaos. 

I think it is because any change is seen as an 
impediment rather than improvement. Most people 
are afraid of conscious change. They would rather 
stay in their comfort zone than take steps into the 
unknown. It is easier to follow the path followed by 
the crowd than creating a new one. It is sometimes 
as simple as going to a restaurant which is crowded 
than a quieter one because the busier one is 
considered to be a good one as everyone goes there.

Social Proof – at some point most of us will 
have succumbed to its powerful draw. Whether it 
is a tattoo in your body or hair colored blue, or the 
way you set up a table or serve food to your family 
members, we often wonder why we humans follow 
social norms so closely and most often, we do it 
instinctively. 

These norms influence nearly every aspect of 
our lives, from how we behave to what we eat to 
how we dress up to what we choose to be in life. We 
don’t usually want to be different because it could 
be in defiance of the accepted social norms and 
would often bring unnecessary and uncomfortable 
spotlight. 

It is an undeniable fact that we women are 
always expected to behave in a particular way, 
which is acceptable to the society. Women are 
expected to cook, women are expected to take care 
of the home and children, they are not supposed to 
be loud while talking to people, they are expected 
to be sacrificing, they are often considered weak, 
emotional and foolish. We often tend to say things 

like” Boys will be boys”, “Don’t cry like a girl” or 
“Bad driver, must be a woman”. These are only a 
few examples. In our daily lives, there are several 
instances where women are expected to behave in 
a particular way and this way is defined by society 
and its norms. 

These are thoughts similar to a “script” written 
by society is in some ways similar to a script written 
by a playwright. Just as a playwright expects 
actors to adhere to a prescribed script, society 
expects women and men to behave according to 
the expectations of their respective gender roles.
Children learn at a young age that there are distinct 
expectations for boys and girls. It is so deeply 
ingrained in us that it affects our lives in many ways 
throughout, without even being aware. 

Now, I don’t intend to say that following societal 
norms or traditions are wrong, but anything that is 
blindly followed is dangerous. This is what perhaps 
the 40th US President Ronald Reagan had meant by, 
“Status quo, you know, is Latin for the mess we’re 
in.” The mess is a slow-paced growth in terms of 
equality and equity. The mess is the way women are 
still considered as the ‘second sex’. The mess is the 
silent acceptance of what is called ‘everything’. 

I don’t deny that we live in a considerably freer 
and fairer world in many ways now.  We may be 
able to choose our career path, marry a person we 
choose our fashion stories. But there is still a long 
way to in terms of inequalities between the two 
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genders.There is still a majority of the women across 
the globe who are struggling for their basic rights 
to education, healthcare, right to work and equal 
pay.  This gap is not just in the grassroots but also 
at the middle to senior level and this is evident in 
the percentage of women in workforce, women 
entrepreneurs, women in the boardroom, women in 
politics or women in any kind of decision-making 
process. 

It is interesting to note that at the current rate, 
it will require another 170 years before we have 
full economic gender equality, according to WEF’s 
Global Gender Report.

As we celebrate Women’s Day this year, 
there is a conscious need to align ourselves to the 
IWD theme #ChooseToChallenge. “A challenged 
world is an alert world,” says the organizers of 
the International Women’s Day global collective 
movement. “Individually, we’re all responsible for 
our own thoughts and actions – all day, every day. 
We can choose to challenge and call out gender 
bias and inequity. We can choose to seek out and 
celebrate women’s achievements. Collectively, 
we can all help create an inclusive world. From 

challenge comes change, so let’s all choose to 
challenge.”

Outdated social norms and stereotypes can 
prevent women from achieving their full potential. 
It is important to break the stereotypes. It is 
important to challenge and change stereotypes so 
that there is an evolution of how both men and 
women operate in the society and also how this 
impacts the economy, by reaping the benefits of an 
equitable, fair and inclusive society. 

It is our responsibility that touches our lives in 
all aspects, what we see and experience at home, 
what we learn at school, how we are treated at 
work, how we are treated in the streets and what we 
teach our children.  Everyone has a role in shaping 
– andre-shaping – those stereotypes. It will have a 
huge transformational impact on not just women, 
but the society as a whole. This is a shared goal for 
both men and women to choose to challenge and 
bring about a transformation. 

Gloria Steinem, world-renowned feminist, 
journalist and activist once explained “The story 
of women’s struggle for equality belongs to no 
single feminist, nor to any one organization, but to 
the collective efforts of all who care about human 
rights.”

Rethinking how we think is important. 
Changing norms should be at the top of the 

growth agenda.
Confronting biases should be a priority.
Challenging what’s unreasonable should be a 

mandate. 
Let us all, therefore, choose to rethink, choose to 

innovate, choose to grow,  choose to live an equal 
life and above all, choose to challenge!!!

Words By Ankurita Pathak 

DENTAL JEWELLERY
An innovation in aesthetics
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DENTAL JEWELLERY
An innovation in aesthetics

By : Dr. Nikhita Nagar 
Dental surgeon | Writer | Sociopreneur
Director : Dr. Nagar’s Dental and Physiotherapy Center, Gzb
Co- founder : Being Caring Org.

Innovation is the name of dentistry in the Modern Era and fashion is something that is much 
sought after in dentistry now. One of the major aspects in dentistry is aesthetics.

A great smile lights up your face and makes it look more attractive. A set of complete, white 
teeth makes your smile even more beautiful and confident. If you are looking for yet another 
way to make your smile even more stylish, you might want to consider getting it Blinged. 
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What is Tooth Jewellery?
Tooth jewellery is an accessory which is placed 
on the front portion of your tooth. This style 
craze lets you express your individuality 
through your smile, making it more unique and 
fashionable. There are many different jewellery 
designs to choose from, and you can take your 
pick depending on your mood or what you 
wish to express with your smile.

While clear braces are rising in popularity in the 
west, there is also a rising trend in tooth jewels. 
A small gem or precious metal charm can be 
adhered to a tooth and it can either be there 
temporarily or can last as long as you want it to.  
One of the pluses of having them applied with 
dental bonding material is that they don’t cause 
any permanent damage to your teeth. It is 100 % 
reversible.  You can have your birth stone, your 
favourite colour, or a charm that represents a 
hobby or element of your personality. 

How long will the tooth jewel last?
A Tooth jewel applied according to our 
instructions on a natural tooth will stay on until 
you decide to have it removed again. Based on 
our experience it will certainly stay on for 6 
months up to a few years.

Can I feel the jewel on my tooth?
Jewels are only 0.4 mm or 0.9 mm thick and 1.8 
mm to 3 mm in diameter. Initially something 
on your tooth will feel different, but a few days 
after the application you will get used to the 
new feeling.

Does the jewel impede brushing?
No, the presence of the gem will not make any 

difference regarding dental hygiene. However, 
it is recommended not to use an electric 
toothbrush for the first 24 hours after the jewel 
has been attached.

What if the jewel falls off and I 
swallow it?
The jewels are tiny acrylic or glass crystals or 
gold. They have no sharp edges. It will basically 
come out "the natural way" the same as it went 
inside your body.

So , if you want "something more" for your smile 
enhancement do contact your dentist or you 
can connect with us at Dr. Nagar's Dental and 
physiotherapy center. We wish you a beautiful 
smile.

Jewels are only 0.4 mm or 0.9 
mm thick and 1.8 mm to 3 mm in 
diameter.
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1.Tell us in brief about yourself.?
Hi, this is Rashmita Goswami. I am 
pursing my career as an anchor . I have 
been in this field for a duration of 15th 
years. Being a mother and working in a 
corporate field is quite challenging but as 
I am very ambitious I choose to pursue 
both at the same time.

2.Why did you choose to pursue a career 
as an Anchor.?
I was always fond of being on screen 
since childhood . When opportunity 
knocked as an anchor I could not resist.

 3. Being a popular face of Assam how 
would you describe your work ethic.?
My mantra is hard work , dedication and 
having positive attitude. Work can be 
anything you love. One thing is sure that 
if you love your job you can put 100% to 
it.

FACE OF 
POPULAR NEWS CHANNEL 
NEWS-18
RASHMITA 
GOSWAMI
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4.If you weren’t an Anchor what would 
you like to have been.?
Doctor.

 5.Since you are a most popular face of 
a well known TV channel, what do you 
like about it.?
Haha this is very tough to target a 
specific audience in tv media. But many 
feedbacks come from social media who 
loves my work. Many friend request 
come from Facebook followers on 
Instagram. Their love and blessings help 
me to grow up my career. I am grateful 
to all my audience.Whenever I go 
outside when a stranger asked me hi is it 
Rashmita? This is give me more pleasure 
than anything.

6. How would you describe in your own 
words when we say being beautiful in 
your own skin.?
I think true beauty in a woman  is 
reflected in her soul. 
I get very few time to take care of my 
skin.However I used to  warm water 
in very morning. Green salad in daily 
routine. Avoid junk food. Light dinner

A few lines for Mystic Aura.
Very popular online fashion magazine 
from Assam. It’s give a platform to all 
talented people to showcase their skill. 
Wishing  to Mystic aura and  Good luck 
to the hardworking team members and 
the woman behind the magazine Gitali 
Pathak.
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Levi Strauss the father of the jeans must be 
wondering over the success of his invention. 
He sold a pair of rugged trousers made of 

canvas to a miner for six dollars in gold dust in the 
1850s. Soon the news spread that Levi had made 
tough trousers. His canvas stock was soon exhausted. 
Now, Levi wrote home asking for more material. 
Instead, he received a tough brown cotton cloth made 
In Nimes which soon was shortened to denims [while 
the word] jeans derives from the French word for 
Genoa where a similar cloth was produced].

Kudos for jeans’ popularity must go to James 

dean who appeared in’ east of eden’ wearing jeans. 
Marlon brando broke the public image of jeans as an 
outfit for miners only in his mega hit. The wild ones 
Levi’s for girls and prewashed jeans were introduced 
in the market in 1967 and’74.

Shop with a friend for jeans. Who else will tell if 
your bum does look big in those pants? Many sales 
people may not tell the whole truth so you will buy, 
with all the variety of cuts out there you need to try 
as many styles as you can to get the right ones for 
your shape.

Women’s jeans tend to have a higher rise [length 

IT’S ALL IN THE 

JEANS
PRASANTT GHOSH
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between waist and crotch] than men’s have curvy 
hips and wait. Guess three zip jeans were the most 
universally flattering. Other new; number one, 
Cinnic contour, lee cooper, numerouno and levis 
jeans now  come sized for petite, average and tall.

Watch your hems if you put on weight.The 
hems of your pants can rise if you put on weight 
as your pants don’t sit as well on your body. The 
end result your pants hang around your ankles 
and look like they have shrunk. Save them for 
when you get back to your correct weight or have 
them lengthened.

     Alter hems after the first wash. As a rule 
casual pants will often shrink a little in the wash. 
I save having my hems done until after they have 
been washed or I just tack the hems up until all 
shrinkage has occurred. To make yourself look 
taller have pleats pressed into the front of your 
pants.I like the cheap and chick look, comfortable 
blue jeans anda beautiful designer jacket silk 
blouse. The vertical line will create the illusion 
of more height. Keep your pockets empty or 
sew them closed. Gaping pockets on your pants 
especially the back pockets will make you look 
fuller in the hips. Sew your pockets closed and 

cut away the fabric inside for a slimmer look. 
Never overstuff hip pockets unless you want to 
lookheavy.

Trousers with bulky pleats can make you look 
bigger. Find trousers with a flat front to avoid 
looking bigger than you are.Faded, laid back 
denim works with my life.If you don’t want to 
wear a belt withpants that have belt loops then 
have them removed professionally by a tailor. You 
know the rule; belt loops require a belt to be worn 
otherwise you will look unfinished

Choose jeans with a zip to look slimmer. Jeans 
that do up with buttons are fun but chunky. They 
make a great finish to jeans but if you’re trying 
to camouflage a less than perfect tummy. Choose 

your jeans with a zippered fly. 
Trousers with bulky pleats can make you look 

bigger. Find trousers with a flat front to avoid 
looking bigger than you are.

It was in the mid sixties that jeans came into 
existence in our country. Wings and van sobers 
pioneered the large scale production of jeans of 
cowboy brand. So the jeans fever caught on and 
there sprouted manufacturers like apache, jean 
age ad Levis jeans who entered the market.

If late 60s and 70s made Indians familiar with 
jeans, it was in the 80s that the jeans revolution 
fired Up the Indian market. Manufacturers like 
FU, s and the ‘London jeans come on town’ made 
jeans wearing a status symbol and the in thing in 
high fashion. Soon, it got popular and now it has 

The denim culture is so 
international in its core 
that you instantly start 

believing in the concept of 
global brotherhood.
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swelled into a multi crore industries with exports to 
Russia and UK. The denim culture is so international 
in its core that you instantly start believing in the 
concept of global brotherhood.         

Hollywood star Brooke shields did her first ad 
for Calvin Klein in 1979, taking jeans’ fashion value 
to new glory. In 1983, people got acquainted with 
stone wash jeans. Today we’ve more than twenty five 
different washes, giving customers a wide range of 
choice.

       In India, the jeans market in getting healthier. 
Starting from a small demand Jeans has reached every 
house in India. Today Arvind mills have set up an 
export wing with hopes of dispatching denim to Uk 
and other European markets. Tempted by huge Indian 
demand, names like Calvin Klien, Pepe, Levis and 
Wrangler have entered the Indian market making the 
competition stiffer.

Local manufacturers, however, aren’t worried. 
They opine that foreign brands are for big bucks, 
restricting a large chunk of buyers to the local 
products.

People who love jeans and cannot do anything 
without it should keep this   following points in mind.

For heavy thighs- try a relaxed fit; they are roomier 
in the hips, seat and legs and are sometimes pleated.

Avoid’ baggies or super tight fit.  Funky trousers 
can leave you out of the loop fashion has some great 
pants but the more fashionable they are the more 
casual they will make you appear. Leave the funky 
pants for weekends and casual nights out.

Suit your waistline’ whether you’re curvy or slim, 
the right fit will give you a more in proportion waist, 
plus the length you need in the rise.

Avoid; men’s jeans. If you’re slim they’ll fit well, 
but they’ll emphasize thinness, not curves.

For petite and slim women’ their narrow lines will 
create illusion of height. Wear a belt if your pants have 
loops. You will look unfinished without a belt in your 
belt loops.

      Avoid the hipster overhang; the current fashion 
of hipster pants is great as long as you don’t have flesh 
oozing over the top of your waistline. It is not a pretty 
sight. Jeans are a no go for business. As comfortable as 
jeans are they can ruin your professional look. Jeans 
are the lowest common denominator when dressing 
for a business workplace. Unless you work in a jeans 
store or it is a casual office gatherings keep them for 
weekends. Any style of pants will always be dressier 
than your jeans.

Avoid; baggies; they’ll overwhelm you. Jeans 
make sense because they’re functional but always 
add a special touch, like a scarf or hat. Buy jeans two 
sizes big because they’re comfortable.Wear them with 
western or country looks.

THE WRITER IS A FASHION DESIGNER AND 
CHOREOGRAPHER AND CAN BE CONTACTED AT 
dkreativepeople@gmail.com.
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Happiness brings satisfaction and 
satisfaction brings happiness but 
there’s a huge difference happiness 

can provide short term satisfaction whereas, 
satisfaction can provide long term happiness.

Aas ek Prayaas NGO. And BBE healthy diet 
clinic are two big ventures that is taking new 
heights. It is said that behind every victory 
there’s hidden pain and today we’ll talk about 
such a person who is an example in front of us.

Dietitian DeepikaaA bhatia is a name and a 
set example for so many people. Cancer is such 
a deadly disease that has taken lives of even 
famous people like Rishikapooor, Irfan Khan 
who became prey of this disease. But behind 
every successful person there’s lot of problems, 
pain and even stories. Today we’ll present one 
such story.

Dietitian Deepikaa A bhatia also suffered 
from same in 2015 but it all started long before 
it was detected due to which it reached its 
last stage. In 2013she started having sudden 
vomitings, stomach ache but she couldn’t get 
a clear picture why and what is happening 
to her. Her haemoglobin went so low due to 
which her family got stressed and wanted to 
know what tests could be done to figure out 
the disease. Her father passed away due to 
cancer as well, she never thought that she could get 
such a disease with lifestyle she had. She got her 
treatment from BLK hospital, doctors couldn’t find 
anything in the tests and eventually discharged 

her. But in September her condition worsened, 
family took her to hospital and got admitted in 
emergency few times but nothing got detected. It 
was colonoscopy and CT scan which showed there 
was 28 tumours in her large interstine which was 

DIETICIAN DIPIKAA A. BHATIA

AN INSPIRATION
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removed along with 80% colon. Dr. Deep Goel 
who is a gastro surgeon and V.P Bhalla with his 
team was working on this case. There was only 
30% chances for her to survive but thanks to great 
doctors and their hard work who saved her. She 
had all the support from family and doctors, 
her father in law was a homeopathic doctor so 
he played a major role in her recovery through 
medications which helped her get better. Now, 
it was time for chemotherapy which was more 
scary as she heard this is difficult part as there are 
so many side effects of chemotherapy. Dr. Amit 
Aggarwalencouraged herto believe in herself 
and have strong will power. She decided that she 
won’t leave this world as her father did, there’s 
lot left in life to do. Chemotherapy proved real 
painful as expected but she had her family beside 
her to support. She became so weak after all the 
treatments but she had to get up and gain her 
strength. She decided to work on her lifestyle 
and diet which helped her a lot, which later 

got her interest in studying so she enrolled in 
VLCC workshops, diploma in diet from VLCC 
and advanced diploma from IGNOU, diploma 
inn vastushastra.  During that time, another 
tragedy happened she had an accident in which 
she broke her wrist and got multiple fractures 
in metacarpal bone of her right hand. She had 
to undergo another surgery. Post surgery she 

couldn’t do her activities of daily routine but 
she didn’t gave up. She stood strong and with 
a stronger will power than before, she moved 
towards her goal. It was a great achievement for 
her that even after facing most difficult situations 
she made herself bold so she could help others. 
She started making other people aware about 
cancer, it all started in a local park but today as 
we all know about this NGO where there are 
hundreds of people joined their hands and efforts 
to spread awareness. Along with that she has 
been serving so many patients and has treated 
complicated cases along with cancer patients just 
by her knowledge in diet  and experience. In a 
nutshell, it only takes few steps to start but those 
few steps can take you to great heights. She is 
one such person who has taken this initiative to 
spread awareness and work towards making a 
better world with healthy people.

DIETICIAN DIPIKAA A. BHATIA

AN INSPIRATION
Now, it was time for 

chemotherapy which was 
more scary as she heard 

this is difficult part as there 
are so many side effects of 

chemotherapy.
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Papori Baruah Gogoi, the elder of two 
siblings was born to working parents 
in Dibrugarh. After her schooling in 

Little Flowers’ School in Dibrugarh, she did her 
graduation from a Guwahati college. While at 
school and the University, she mastered her flair 
in drawing, sketching and her control over the 
English language. At a very tender age and at 
home, when she saw the chunk of the goodies 
going her brother’s way- read the big slice of a 
cake-she vowed to make her own bakery and eat 

PAPORI BARUAH GOGOI

An 
Inspiration ..!!
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cakes to her heart’s content! She doesn’t take a 
big bite of a cake now, but her baby-THE CAFÉ 
ON THE WAY- was born in 2019. She or the café 
hasn’t looked back since then. 

While at college, she developed an interest 
in teaching and took to the profession at a 
very young age. She had taught in schools 
in Dibrugarh and Margherita, where after 
differences in opinion with the school’s top 

At the home front, 

Papori is mother 

to two daughters, 

both very bright, 

versatile, eloquent 

and extremely good 

in studies.
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brass, the irrepressible Papori dreamt of starting 
her own school. Thus, began her tryst with 
teaching and KIDZEE was set up in a modest 
two storied building in Segunbari in 2004. The 
dream acquired bigger dimensions, when she 
set up the school in the present premises at 
Borgolai. The school, rechristened KIDZEE and 
SUNSHINE HIGH, has a sprawling campus 
and a student strength of more than 500. Papori 
realized the need of a school where all round 
development of a child takes precedence over 
simply scoring high marks as her motto is to 
make COMPLETE PERSONS of the students, so 
that they become responsible and motivated to 
do their bit for society. 

A keen athlete and a sports person, Papori 
hits the gym and goes cycling, plays TABLE 
TENNIS and BADMINTON regularly.While 
she doesn’t shy away from trying out the latest 
dresses, making a fashion statement in the way, 
she has her own style to go along with.  Papori 

encourages her teachers to dress up well for 
she believes teachers are role models for the 
students. Children in her school are encouraged 
to take part in sports and other activities where 
they have excelled.

At the home front, Papori is mother to two 
daughters, both very bright, versatile, eloquent 
and extremely good in studies. While the elder 
one, Kunwolie, is doing hotel management from 
IHM, Aurangabad, the younger one, Rodalie is 
to appear for her class 10 board examinations 
in a few months. Papori is married to Dr Manoj 
Gogoi, a leading practitioner at Margherita and 
an accomplished singer. 

Looking back at her not too long and 
eventful life, Papori wears a happy smile, while 
never being contended as she believes she has 
many more dreams to give wings to and miles 
and miles to go, before she sleeps.
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Overcoming innumerable obstacles, 
Manya Singh, daughter of a rickshaw 
driver from Uttar Pradesh ,managed to  
bag the prestigious Femina Miss India 
2020 runner up title. Even though she 
didn’t win the crown the story is awe- 
inspiring to many. Coming from a humble 
background, Manya had to struggle 
hard for a better future. She revealed 
that she had to spend many sleepless 
nights without food. While juggling 
between jobs, she managed to clear her 
10th exams. She believes that education is 
the strongest weapon one can have with 
themselves at all times. 

According to Manya, her entry 
into the beauty pageant is to show the 
world that nothing is impossible if one is 
committed to their dreams to uplift ones 
family. She believes that it was those very 
difficult times in her life that helped her 
and pushed her towards her passion to 
work harder. 

Manya’s journey is an inspiration to 
everyone because she is someone who has 
very humble roots, but that doesn’t stop 
her from making her way to achieving her 
dreams and writing her own destiny. 

Congratulations Manya Singh. 
Mystic Aura team is elated to see you 
blossom throughout your pageant 
journey. We wish you the very best for 
your wonderful journey that lay ahead.

Mystic Aura Team.

Maid to Miss India 
A JOURNEY OF DREAM, DARE AND DESTINY
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SATHYA VAGALE is a Bangalore-based 
Fashion and Product-photographer. He 
was born in Bangalore in 1950 and was 

educated in Delhi. He is an Architect and City-
Planner, by profession,and holds a Post Graduate 
Degree from  University of  Delhi.

His interest in photography started during 
his College years. He has been handling a camera 
for the past 55 years, but it is only in the last 12 
years ago that he has been able to pursue his 
passion as a fulltime a FASHION / WILDLIFE 
PHOTOGRAPHER and as an ACTOR Sathya 
Vagale owns and runs a large fully-equipped 
air-conditioned Studio in Bangalore.The studio 
is well-equipped with lots of props and lights. 
Most of his shoots take place in his own Studio.

As an ACTOR, he has worked in a number 
of Ads, Movies,  Short Movies, a TeleSerial, 
and has also signed up for a few more regular 
movies.

As a WILDLIFE and LANDSCAPE 
photographer , he has travelled to most forests in 
India, and to different geographic regions such 
as

Masai Mara in Kenya, Iceland , Ecuador in 
South America, and the Svalbard Artic Region 
near Norway, USA and SriLanka.

As a FASHION PHOTOGRAPHER , he 
has clicked nearly 300 models in Bangalore, 
Singapore and Malaysia, which includes 
actresses/pageant-title holders, aspiring models 

etc. His forte is in the art of creative lighting.
Sathya Vagale is highly experienced in 

shooting products such as jewellery, sarees etc. 
and portfolios based on different themes.

LIFE CHANGES WITH AGE 
SO ALSO PROFESSION

SATHYA VAGALE 
FASHION PHOTOGRAPHER.
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Hello 

SPRING 
2021 

You could be forgiven for 
thinking that the spring/
summer 2021 collections 
– and the subsequent raft 
of spring/summer 2021 
trends – were something 

of a damp squib. 
Certainly, thanks to the 

ongoing pandemic, it was 
a season like no other. 
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This year  expect a lot of  Mykonos Blue 
in your wardrobe .. 

While it’s been a quiet year for the 
fashion world, this season has unveiled 
seriously bold and stylish designs. Large and 
in-charge blazers, bold blue bags, and sleek 
face masks dominated Fashion Weeks over the 
last few weeks. This year, some of the most 
influential decades have played a huge role in 
this season’s looks. We’re loving every single 
one of them, and you can see why. From Paris 
to Milan, find serious style inspiration with 
the top fashion trends spotted at SS21 Fashion 
Weeks.

Of the four fashion capitals, New York 
and London opted for predominantly digital 
showcases, with the odd designer hosting 

Covid-secure presentations for small numbers 
of press and buyers; while Milan and Paris 
held scaled-back showings with strict social 
distancing measures in place from some of 
its biggest brands. Others still opted to try 
something different. “Different” manifested 
variously as: showing off-schedule, showing 
via film and in virtual reality, or sending a 
replacement for a catwalk experience out to 
press and buyers in a box. All enjoyed varying 
degrees of success. 

Another trend that has continued to 
dominate this year has been pastel tones. 
These sorbet-inspired colors are the perfect 
option for summer and they suit a wide variety 
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of skin tones. Choose from a boiler suit in 
cool mint green or an oversized trench coat 
in soft lavender – better yet, try them both 
simultaneously. Suits and separates in the soft 
and buttery hues elevate your overall aesthetic 
and will remain one of the chicest styles for 
seasons to come.

This season yellow bags have taken over 
the runways and the streets. This trend is easy 
to replicate and it is timeless – choose a small 
clutch to spice up an outfit or find a mustard 
tote for your daily needs. There are so many 
shades to choose from that suit your taste, and 
they look incredible when paired with other 
vibrant hues or a monochromatic ensemble. 
Opt for an amber structured handbag with an 
all-white get-up, or a sleek canary baguette for 
a night out.

Go all out this season with these 
beautiful and intricate folk-inspired coats. 
When the temperature starts to drop, add 
some layers of delicate embroidery and lace 
to keep your outfit hot. The intricate tapestry 
on each piece of outerwear looks great with 
a monochrome black or brown ensemble, or 

choose it in a series of other colors for a bright 
and interesting choice. This trend is easy to 
style and looks fantastic on every body type.

Why blend in when you were born 
to stand out? Add a pop of blue to your 
monochrome outfit to update your go-to 
outfits. The beauty behind this trend is the 
unlimited amount of options you can try 
throughout the season – from a duck egg 
blue handbag from Dior to a chic Marine 
Serre bucket hat, you can try it all. When 
styling these items, opt for all black or grey 
outfits. The bright hue will stand out amongst 
the deeper shades. Mix and match your 
accessories and discover a new favorite way to 
rock your key pieces.

BIA SANDHU TANEJA 
Founder Parfait Image Consulting 

Founder Finesse and Flair 
Grooming and Etiquette Expert 

International Beauty Pageant Coach 
Style Curator
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India, being a culturally rich country, has 
witnessed various forms of dances like Bhangra, 
Bharatnatyam, Kuchipudi, etc., which are 

representatives of the culture of different states. It’s a 
delight to our eyes when a group of artists performs 
these dance forms with perfect moves.

Having said that, there are numerous amount 
of people who find it a bit hard to perfect the dance 
moves.Theyrestrict themselves to the bathrooms or 
kitchens fearing that the worst of Prabhu Deva or 
Madhuri Dixit hiding inside them might be caught 
in action. Here, I would like to introduce you to a 
wonderful form of fitness-oriented dance that can lift 
your spirit and health at the same time- ZUMBA. 

We all have experienced the feeling when the 
music that we love most runs through our ears and 
our heart wants to sway to the rhythm. The soul gets 
drenched with an enchanting feeling and the body 
starts resonating with the music. Dance!! An integral 
part and evergreen source of entertainment since the 

primitive age. And now it has extended its branches 
to the fitness regime too. 

Zumba, an accidental discovery by Columbian 
fitness trainer and choreographer, Alberto Perez, is 
a combination of extremely simple and repetitive 
movements. (Never realized that accidents can be so 
fascinating and good for health)The best aspect of 
Zumba is that it is for each and every one of you out 
there. Whether you are a homemaker, work-from-

FITNESS ORIENTED DANCE 

Gayatri Mohanty
Bangalore.
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home parent, grandparent, dance perfectionist, or 
a naïve dancer, it’s for you irrespective of your age 
and work profile. 

As a certified Zumba trainer, I am spending 
a lot of time training several groups. It actually 
started as a group classinitially, and I slowly fell in 
love with this super entertaining and stress-busting 
fitness activity.

My motto is to create awareness about health 
and fitness in every individual. Zumba is a perfect 
platform even for the people who are least attracted 
to exercise and workouts. Zumba is not only a fun-
filled way of keeping your body moving, but it also 
enriches your soul. You don’t have to be a great 
dancer or highly energetic for learning Zumba. All 
you need is a ‘will’ more than a ‘skill’and you will 
see yourself swaying to the beat of the music you 
love. 

I have seen countless ofmy followers finding 

their way towards the fit body through simple 
Zumba moves unleashing the zeal hidden in them.

Through years of experience in Zumba and 
incredible responses from my followers, I have 
come to believe that it’s hard not to fall in love with 
Zumba.

I must add here that, despite the countless 
benefits Zumba has to offer, it’s not advisable for 
people who have underlying health problems such 
as diabetes, heart problems, arthritis, etc. If you 
have any underlying diseases, you must check with 
your fitness trainer or adviser before joining any of 
the Zumba classes.

Once you have developed a will, your 
inclination for your health and fitness and also 
your secret love for dance should not be restrained. 
Zumba has so much to offer. Seek the benefits and 
rest assured it’s never too late to start this musical 
journey towards enriching your body and soul !!
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The word party brings a smile to 
everyone’s face and why...? Because partying 
means good clothes, good food, fun, gossip 
and good company. So are you ready to party 
tonight? No? What’s holding you back?

If it has anything to do with not being able 
to find the right easy party makeup look, then 
worry no more.This article is dedicated to guide 
you through the evening easy party makeup 
routine.

How To Do Evening Easy Party Makeup Tips
We know you want to look million worth 
making heads turn your way. Here are 
important evening party makeup tips to get you 
party ready.

1. TAKE YOUR TIME.
Spend enough time deciding on your choice of 
clothes and the overall look. Accordingly do 
your makeup. If you plan to wear a bling outfit, 
keep your makeup simple and vice versa. We are 

Simple Evening Easy Party Makeup Tips 
To Help You Look Your Best March 2021 

Words by Chandra Rekha 
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sure that you don’t want to end up looking like a 
disco ball.

2. MAKE IT LAST.
Party means fun filled sessions, dancing, and 
night long entertainment. There are chances of 
your makeup melting down and smudging your 
face.
Invest in a good face primer which helps to create 
a smooth texture and also elongates the staying 
hour of your makeup. You can also make it a 
point to buy a long stay products.

3. FLAWLESS FACE.
Face is like a canvas for makeup. 
Creating a flawless face is as important as 
choosing the right outfit. Apply a medium 
coverage foundation and remember to blend in 
well. This would hide any spots & imperfect skin 
tone, giving you a flawless base.

4. SHOW SOME HIDE. 
Focus just on one facial feature, if you are going 
dramatic or bold on eyes, then keep rest of 
the makeup toned down by keeping it simple. 
Similarly if you want bold lips, play down on 

cheeks and eyes.
If you go with bold eyes and lips, the odds are 
that you will look like a clown and if you down 
play both you will end up with a lovely day look 
that just doesn’t work as a evening party makeup 
look.

5. GET THAT GLOW.
Fake a glow by applying a powder highlighter 
just in the right areas. 
Highlighter should be applied where the light hits 
on the face naturally and remember the mantra 
a little is more. Apply some on the arch of brow 
bone, cheek bone and Cupid’s bow. This would 
help light to reflect, resulting in a glow. If you 
want to make your face look longer or shorter 
then a highlighter used for contouring works like 
a charm. If you want to elongate the face, then use 
the highlighter along the jaw line and just under 
the cheek bones to give it a sharper look. While 
if you are looking to make it seem shorter then 
highlight the cheek bone in a rounded fashion. 
This will cut down on the length.
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A coffee table book by two siblings 
Ankurita Pathak and Ankuran 
Pathak title Black Coffee & 

Metamorphosis is a unique amalgamation 
of photographsand poetry. The photographs 
are primarily of landscapes and nature of 
Northeast

It is visually and aesthetically very 
appealing and has poetry that speaks to the 
soul. The pictures will lift up your mood and 
the poetry will make you smile with self-
discovery.

Through the three chapters - Broken 
Boulevard, Sea of Stories & Lavender 
Mornings, it is a journey of transformation 
or Metamorphosis from ache to acceptance, 
struggle to happiness and sense to soul.

We are all in a continuous journey from 
being a caterpillar to becoming a butterfly. 
Sometimes, the cocoon seems safe and 
sometime, the vast world seems attractive.

In this process of metamorphosis, we 
continuously learn and unlearn, evolve and 
settle, find and lose, stumble and rise and 

Black Coffee & 
Metamorphosis 
A Coffee Table Book 
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ultimately, we find ourselves, in the 
most beautiful manner.

Broken Boulevard, through a 
Sea of Stories and finally to Lavender 
Mornings, this is a lens and pen story 
of this gradual transformation in life’s 
journey. 

Black Coffee & Metamorphosis is 
a personal journey which everyone can 
identify with.
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Foundation and Vision
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Manjit Sharma, the pioneer of Assam 
Book of Records (ABR), is a World 
Record Holder at Limca Book of 

Records, and other organisations for his unique 
song composition. A resident of Tinsukia, 
Assam, Manjit is also a lyricist, a music 
composer and has produced and released a few 
Assamese and Hindi songs. He, recently, has 
also started moviemaking with the new talents 
of North-East. 

The Assam Book of Records was founded 
by him and his team in the year 2016 and has 
grown to become one of the most popular 
organisations of Assam with more than 6 
million visitors. It was started with an idea to 
form a global community where those who 
are deprived off of recognition could  get a 
platform to showcase and get appreciated for 
their skills and talent.

“ABR came into existence after a long 
struggle of trials and errors. It took several 
years of research, consultations, field studies, 
circulation of questionnaires, discussions 
with intellectuals, professionals, and NGO 
workers. It was only after all this that I had 
embarked on this project with an aim to carve 
out a niche for the people of Assam/North 
East and their achievements in the fields of 
Art, Craft, Literature, Science, Technology, 
Design, Medicine, Music, Dance etc. My 
incentive through this is to provide a distinct 
platform for the proficients of this incredible 
state that has lived through pre-history (the 
Age of Puranas) and modernity contributing 
its richness in art and thought to the global 
wealth of knowledge and wisdom. This portal 
will certainly create a special identity for the 
Assamese in the near future by parading to the 
world what we can contribute by patenting 
our achievements, innovations, researches, and 

contributions in various walks of life. I appeal 
to all creative, inventive, and research doing 
individuals and professionals to apprise us if 
they have accomplished and proved anything 
new in their respective field of activity.”, 
Sharma on speaking about his organisation.

The Assam Book of Records (ABR) 
is a trust (Regd. No. TSK/TRUST/613/2017) 
working with a mission to protect the 
endangered folklore - folk art, folk dance, 
folk literature, oral literature, folk music, 
indigenous musical instruments, Satriya 
Nritya, Bihu of World repute, unrecognised 
researches etc. The ABR team patents and 
licenses the achievements of the innovative 
talents of Assamese and Northeast in various 
fields of research and development with a view 
to promote creativity and originality for the 
precious treasure of mankind.

Words by Manjit Sarma, Assam.
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HELLO TV is North East’s India’s first 
OTT PLATFORM with fresh content in North 
East’s regional languages. HELLO TV is an 
Indian Subscription based Video on demand 
platform which is wholly owned subsidiary 
of HELLO TV, which is launched successfully 
on 17th January 2021 at Guwahati Press Club. 
HELLO TV is for the people of North East to 
give them Entertainment in their fingers itself, 
Where they will get variety of NEW FRESH 
Web-Series, Short Films, Feature Films, Shows, 
Music Videos, Informative etc. to give each and 
every one full on entertainment in their life in 
any moment they desire. Hello TV APP will 
contain programs for Kids, Youth, Females, 
aged, housewives, etc. in short we can say it is 
meant for everyone. Now a day’s all humans 
are in love with technology. Everyone gets 
all information in their hands itself wherever 
they may be. One of such helpful and popular 
source is an OTT PLATFORM. The platform is 
typically providing personalized capabilities to 
their visitors. APP users can include people of 

all ages. But in Assam and North East, there is 
not a single entertainment APP in Local regional 
language. There are many You tube Channels 
including News, videos, current affairs channel 
with Lakhs of Viewers , but no APP of WEB 
SERIES, SHORT FILMS, MOVIES, SHOWS in 
our North East Local Languages. Now everyone 
is becoming busy in their lives and supporting 
digital, so, people has less time to spend time 
on Television to sit for hours and watch a show, 
serial or a Movie. So, it’s a Great Initiative by 
Sanchita Production Pvt. Ltd. for launching 
North East’s First OTT PLATFORM (OVER 
THE TOP) titled “HELLO TV” for the people of 
North east in local Languages for all age groups 
with variety of Programmes to give everyone  

North East’s India’s FIRST OTT PLATFORM 

“HELLO TV”
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entertainment in their life in any moment 
they desire. HELLO TV app will contain 
programs for everyone which is now available 
in Play store. Hello TV’s main Moto is to give 
a platform for the upcoming talented Actors, 
Artiste, Writers, and Directors and it reaches 
151 countries/regions. Hello TV Chairman 
JYOTI KAKATI, who is a National Award 
winner Film Maker and Director mentioned 
that “Hello TV will highlights the culture of 
Assam and North east with its Music, and 
varieties of Programmes.” Hello TV Managing 
Director, who is a National and International 
Award winner Film Director and Actor states 
that “Initially, the platform will offer 11 web 
series, several movies in koch rajbongshi, 
karbi, Assamese, Bodo, Nagamese and Tiwa 
languages. Sanchita production is working in 
different Regional language web series and 
Films to showcase our regional language of 
Assam and North East in National Platform.” It 
is seen that Hello TV is now becoming Popular 
with the Web series “HOSTEL, MADAM MAYA, 
NASTIK, SOMOY, OBUJ MON OBUJ PREM 

and LAUGHTERS CLUB. Koch Rajbongshi 
Film “BETA MUR CINEMA PAGALA” and 
Assamese movie “MISSION 26-THE REAL 
HEROES” is having a good response from the 
viewers. Moreover, Northeast’s most popular 
one and only Mega Multi Talent Reality show 
“NORTH EAST’S GOT TALENT” season 1, 2, 
3 and 4 is now Streaming only on HELLO TV. 
Fashion Reality show “NORTH EAST’S NEW 
TOP MODEL”, which is North East’s First 
fashion Reality show  for all age group category 
, is also streaming in this platform to highlight 
the folk culture and to show the extra ordinary 
talents of the upcoming Models. Hello TV is a 
platform where any one can watch anything of 
their choice on ANYTIME,ANYWHERE. The 
platform is streaming only Originals and now 
available on Google Play store at the Lowest 
Subscription rate of only 499/- for 12 months, 
which is really very much reasonable. It’s 
indeed great news for the people of Assam and 
North east India to get a Platform like HELLO 
TV which is fully packed with entertainment 
and Information for the people of the region .

Jyoti Kakati
Chairman

Sanchita Talukdar
Managing Director
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UNISEX SKIN AND HAIR STUDIO 
Services: Skin Care, Hair, Makeup, Manicure, Pedicure, Nails

A d d r e s s :  S u n s h i n e  p l a z a  ,  n e a r  b a n k  o f  B a r o d a ,  A z a r a ,  G u w a h at i  1 7

P h o n e :  + 9 1  9 1 0 1 0  5 4 0 4 2



PRANAMI CHOUDHRY
Propreitor of SILK HOUSE

The closing down of Debi Silk Emporium, 
AC market, Fancy Bazar at Guwahati Assam in 
the year 2000 led to the opening of Silk House 
in our home. Initially it was just two almirahs 
with some pat sarees and mekhela chadors. 
But due to the persistent orders placed by some 
well wishers and loyal customers, Silk House 
blossomed. Started by my mother in law, passed 
on to me as she retired.  Qualified as a teacher I 
reluctantly jumped into the business. However,  
now the colours and the motifs  inspire me 
to do justice to my clients. I feel blessed since 
now at present my business is on the flow 
and spreading among all my friends circle 
and public who love Assamsilk  traditional 
wear .Silk House provides the customers best 
reasonable  price and best quality with better 
and best colour and designs combination 
keeping in mind of the trend that is at present .
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PRANAMI CHOUDHRY
Propreitor of SILK HOUSE
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WHY 
SPECIAL 
CARE AT 

30s..!!

LIFE changes after 30s ,it is at this time 
when special care of the body ,mind and 
soul is necessary to live a happy life at 

40s and beyond. Medical science has proved the 
fact that the longevity and life span increase if 
we start taking care after 30s with proper diet, 
maintaining good health, taking care of the skin, 
good sleep and regular exercise to keep the 
body fit and it also helps in reducing the risk 
of  geting affected by some common diseases. 
A person steps in adultery at the age of 30 and 
his responsibilities also increases day by day  
more than before so following a daily routine 
and maintaining it should be the first priority 
to keep a balance of the work and personal life. 
You should always take out sometime  to know 
yourself better finding out who you are, what 
you want in life and what lights up more in life. 
Relaxation should be a part of daily life free from 
stress so that the brain becomes active again for 
the next right decision or the step to be made in 

life. Yoga and meditation can help people a lot in 
this regard.

Eating good hygenic and healthy food helps 
you grow younger by each day. It has been often 
said  and  the reality of life reveals the truth that 
a vegetarian eater has more longevity than a non-
vegetarian. So always try to eat plenty of good 
fresh fruits and vegetables that helps in keeping 
your body and skin good with growing age and 
beyond and remain ever young .

In 30s people have much to do in life and so 
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they get pressured up. As result they skip the 
routine of eating in time and doing exercise 
and so the body starts having a the common 
illness as high bloodpressure, overweight, 
heart disease,diabetics etc. Mastering time 
and knowing its value can help people 
remain healthy and lead a happy life. 

Skin and eyes are the most delicate 
parts of the body .A person’s age is more 
visible and one can imagine its age by 
looking at the eyes and skin. Mostly people 
when overburden with work often forget 

to follow the daily rountine and ignores to 
take care of the skin and eyes. With growing 
age the skin becomes saggy ,loose and lose 
its elasticity. Pigmentation and dark circle 
occurs so it’s necessary to keep hydrated 
all the time to ensure good skin. Puffy eyes 
which is the sign of aging  should be taken 
care at 30s only then one can expect the eyes 
to look beautiful and sparkling. The only 
solution to all is following up a daily routine 
and keeping a balance of all.

Mystic Aura.
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RUSTIC 
RAJASTHAN

Rajasthan is one of the states of the 

Republic of India. It covers an area 

of nearly 350,000 sq.km., or 10.4% of 

India’s  geographic land area. It is 

located in northwest of the country, 

where it comprises mostly of wide 

and inhospitable  THAR DESERT.
SATHYA VAGALE
An Architect, City Planner, 

Actor, Wild life And 
FashionPhotographer.
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Most people visit the desert state for its 
imperial heritage, historic forts, lavish palaces, 
regal havelis and colourful people.  Here I 
shall share my experience of the travelling 
deep inside the desert, in a truck converted to 
a livable caravan, complete with a kitchenette, 
compact toilet and sleeping areas. Some of these 
areas that I visited, no tourist or photographer, 
has ever set foot on.

I travelled and photographed, the vast 
expanse of the Thar desert. Here one sees very 
few people. Infact one comes across more 
sheep, coats and camels than people. Villages 
are few and far between, most times, tens of 
kilometres away. A village typically comprised 
of a mere 14-17 houses, and a population of  
35-50.

The desert cannot sustain a large 
population. Water is a precious and scarce . 
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Infact the womenfolk of the villages, in 
most cases need to travel 6-8 kms to fetch 
water. Once in a while, the Border Roads 
Organization , supplies water. The  menfolk 
tend to the cattle, collect twigs for fire. 

During our sojourn, we passed some 
dilapidated forts, the site of one of the 
largest tank battles (Longewala), burial 
grounds (Jaisalmer), men with colourful 
turbans, vegetable-sellers – who inspite 
of leading a harsh life, could generate a 
genuine smile on their face when being 
photographed.

On the whole, it was a memorable 
trip, to a region of my country, which very 
few people would have set foot on.
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Happily ever after...

Photography by Madhurjya Borah
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Pre - wedding shoot was rather a western 
concept earlier. But now it has become an 
ongoing trend all over the world, with more 
and more couples setting aside a date prior to 
their big event to spend in front of the lens. It 
is a photo session that is done a few days or 
months before your wedding. Pre - wedding 
photography allows both partners to get to 
know each other better . Its also an opportunity 
for a couple to spend some quality moments. Pre 
- wedding shoots are mostly done for capturing 
natural moments, expressions and real emotions 
shared by the couple. Such pictures make your 
album more vibrant. What’s most important for 
a couple is to make  as many happy memories as 
possible. Pre - wedding photography embarks 
the initial chemistry letting the couple endure 
themselves in the upcoming events and let the 
magic whirl around.
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Method.. 

1. Boil Masoor dal(Red Lentil), colocasia leaves , salt, green chilli in a cooker

2. Put a karahi (Wok)on flame and pour mustard oil. 3.Fry the fishes after rubbing 
them with turmeric and salt. Now take them out and put fenugreek seeds on the 
hot oil. Pour the boiled dal mixture on the hot oil. Let them boil awhile. Put the 
fried fishes on the curry and boil for a awhile. Put some coriander leaves on it 
and serve.

         Snigdha Hazarika

Traditional Assamese Kachu(Colocasia) Thuror 

Maasor Tenga 
Ingredients.. 
• Fish: 4pcs
• Colocasia leaves: 250 

gm
• Masoor Dal: 10 gm
• Turmeric powder: 

1/2 tsp 
• Green chilly: 4
• Few fenugreek seeds
• Mustard oil: 2tbsps
• Coriander leaves 
• Salt as per taste
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